FAREWELL TO THE SINGLE PURPOSE SPACE

Say hello to Dock. A full-facility table platform that offers a range of table configurations, top shapes and materials, edge profiles, and base styles to personalize the furniture to the design intent and character of the space.

Dock is designed around base systems that scale to, and accommodate, the need at hand. Configurations aren’t limited to one size or a particular application. Most styles and table types are available in multiple heights, as fixed or mobile, and with a range of technology choices. With that kind of capability, it’s no wonder Dock is the ‘go-to’ table line.

Also shown:
Task Seating: Alumma
Also shown: Lounge Pairings / Ottoman. Dock shown with customer specified laminate.
A SUPPORTIVE SURFACE

Breakthrough innovation doesn’t happen in a little beige room. Attracting those who innovate collectively requires a vibrant, diverse, and inspiring locale and space. Dock tables let you specify large, modern, airy tables that create opportunities for collaboration and reflect the personality of the organization.

Also shown: Task Seating: Alumma
Also shown
Lounge: Boyd / Ottoman: Dwell / Media Cart: Knoll
MEETING, CONFERENCE, AND IDEATION SPACES

Information sharing can occur in many different settings—at large tables or clusters of tables pushed together. Now, sway Dock tables provide multiple ways to equip spaces for group work, including comprehensive power and data connectivity. If you’re built for speed, utilizing stand-up meetings for quicker interactions, there’s a wide range of Dock standing-height meeting tables to support this requirement.

Wish
Also shown

Task Chair: Wish

Lounge: Dwell

Wall Panel: Stow
CAFE, DINING, AND HOSPITALITY SPACES

Comfortable spaces are found at work and home, dining and relaxing, or learning and community and Dock has the style to fit all those avenues. Dock tables provide an expressive, cohesive look across multiple heights and sizes, along with the ability to use a variety of materials specification to provide a comprehensive solution.

Also shown:
Side Chair: Poly
Lounge: Pairings / Ottoman: Dwell
STUDIO, COMMUNITY, AND GATHERING SPACES

With cohesive design aesthetic across applications, consistent specification logic, and universal surface materials offering, Dock tables encompass public, private, boardroom, and mobile work; occasional-, seated-, and standing-heights; and multiple modern and traditional base looks. But more, Dock offers an extensive solution set for the people-intensive, multiuse spaces in today’s high-performance facilities.
Also shown:
Chair: Bingo / Lounge Chair: Packings / Ottoman: Dwell
MEDIA, RESOURCE LAB, AND LEARNING SPACES

We live in a world driven by on-demand knowledge…which in turn, relies on high-functioning spaces to seamlessly merge technology, community interaction and personal space. Dock tables offer large group tables with power/data connectivity and mobility that can be sized and specified throughout a project to achieve both design and technical consistency.

Task Chair: Wish / Media Cart: Xander
BASE STYLES

Reference the price list for a complete offering of base options.
WOODGRAIN: VENEER, TFL & HPL LAMINATE, PVC RIM

- Monterey Oak
- Brighton Maple
- Huntington Maple
- Clear Zebrawood
- Tuscan Walnut
- Cordoba Cherry

- Sedona Cherry
- Sienna Sapele
- Amber Cherry
- Midtown Walnut
- Coco Sapele
- Tribeca Walnut

- Canyon Oak
- Mocha Cherry
- Urban Walnut

SOLID: TFL & HPL LAMINATE, PVC RIM

- Designer White
- Frosty White
- Antique White
- Wallaby
- Putty
- Cloud
- Fog
- Channel
- Shadow
- Storm
- Graphite

Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product. Material samples can be ordered at www.kimballoffice.com.

OPTIONS & DETAILS

To reference the price list for complete offering of material options:

- Round
  Width 24-66”
  Depth 24-66”

- Square
  Width 24-66”
  Depth 24-66”

- Soft Square
  Width 24-66”
  Depth 24-66”

- Rectangular
  Width 60-240”
  Depth 24-66”

- Soft Rectangular
  Width 60-240”
  Depth 24-66”

- Arc Rectangular
  Width 60-240”
  Depth 30-60”

- Boat
  Width 60-240”
  Depth 36-60”

- Square
  Width 24-60”
  Depth 24-60”

- Soft Square
  Width 24-60”
  Depth 24-60”

- Soft Rectangular
  Width 24-60”
  Depth 24-60”

- Ellipse
  Width 48-96”
  Depth 24-48”

- Tapered
  Width 72-120”
  Depth 36-48”

- Soft Rectangular
  Width 24-240”
  Depth 24-60”

- Rectangular
  Width 24-240”
  Depth 24-60”

Slight variations within commercial tolerance may occur in color and texture between this printed piece and the finished product. Material samples can be ordered at www.kimballoffice.com.

MATERIAL SAMPLES & ROOM SCENES

- Softened Wood
- Reed
- Knoll
- Skewed
- Softened PVC
- Soft Edge

- Dock Blade Base
- Wire Manager
- Vault Turnbox E2X
- M2X
- Node

Reference the price list for a complete offering of material options.
Meeting + Social Spaces

DOCK®